
Manufacturer Fabu Value Fabu Allure Kabinart Hagerstown

Made In China China Tennessee Maryland

Door Style Discovery Galaxy Arts & Crafts HSL100

Wood Birch Birch Maple Maple

Color White Paint White Paint White Paint White Paint

Overlay Full Full Full Full

Drawerfront Flat 5-piece 5-piece 5-piece

Drawer box Dovetail Dovetail Dovetail Dovetail

Guide Under Under FX Under FX Under FX

Base Cabinets

B15 $159 $229 $324 $442

B18 $166 $247 $332 $461

B21 $185 $263 $363 $476

B24 $205 $289 $394 $597

B27 $229 $315 $461 $583

B30 $247 $338 $492 $614

B33 $260 $387 $517 $735

B36 $273 $411 $524 $739

3DB15 $237 $385 $449 $570

3DB18 $250 $398 $472 $577

3DB21 $408 $515 $601

3DB24 $268 $432 $541 $623

3DB27 $473 $790 $647

3DB30 $517 $823 $668

3DB33 $585 $834 $699

3DB36 $632 $888 $717

SB24 $244 $325 $528

SB27 $211 $268 $368 $514

SB30 $221 $281 $391 $546

SB33 $229 $286 $401 $634

SB36 $234 $299 $418 $645

36 Lazy Susan $458 $640 $1,026 $1,836

36 No Susan $520 $609 $751

Wall Cabinets

1230 $101 $135 $194 $282

1530 $114 $140 $213 $294

1830 $127 $164 $222 $312

2130 $143 $179 $251 $324

2430 $153 $218 $272 $446

2730 $174 $229 $307 $448

3030 $179 $234 $332 $459

3330 $195 $244 $344 $468

3630 $203 $255 $363 $487

1242 $130 $185 $278 $469

1542 $148 $195 $295 $478

1842 $169 $216 $312 $490

2142 $185 $250 $337 $497

2442 $224 $286 $376 $619

The table below shows the prices for each individual cabinet box, available from each of my 

manufacturers.  If you have the list of cabinets that you need, you can use this chart to get an idea of 

how much your kitchen will cost from each of my manufacturers.  This is not a complete list and is only 

designed to give you an idea of the cost from each manufacturer as well as the difference in costs 

between manufacturers.  To give a better comparison between lines, the door style is a full overlay, 

shaker style in maple or birch with white paint. A blank space instead of a price means that item is not 

available from that manufacturer.



2742 $237 $315 $418 $661

3042 $247 $320 $458 $668

3342 $270 $351 $491 $673

3642 $294 $380 $510 $687

3012 $120 $140 $209 $338

3018 $127 $153 $252 $338

3024 $156 $190 $317 $432

3612 $133 $153 $232 $359

3618 $151 $320 $278 $359

3624 $187 $216 $347 $460

RW3612 $224 $362 $495

RW3618 $221 $252 $407 $495

RW3624 $231 $351 $475 $595

DC2430 $229 $278 $330 $498

DC2442 $315 $354 $485 $808

Pantries

188424 $507 $647 $648 $1,097

248424 $536 $777 $821 $1,485

308424 $905 $986 $1,509

189624 $554 $707 $950 $1,306

249624 $590 $858 $1,110 $1,694

309624 $1,113 $1,333 $1,718

Extras

Base Fin End $0 $0 $57 0 > 6 cabs

Wall Fin End $0 $0 $37 0 > 6 cabs

Tall Fin End $0 $0 $123 0 > 6 cabs

8' Toe Kick Cover $33 $33 $27 $47

8' Crown Molding $60 $91 $111 $121

3" x 30" Filler $19 $15 $30 $20

3" x 42" Filler $27 $24 $35 $41

3" x 84" Filler $66 $89

3" x 96" Filler $45 $48 $72 $101


